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Abstract—The most of the existing real time video communication systems mainly focus their work on providing better video quality
throughout session. In quest of maintaining video quality they succeed in doing so at the cost of broken sessions, blocky video or sound
disturbances when network bandwidth drops below required rate. The system described in this paper mainly concentrates on analysis of input
parameters to audio and video encoder which affects the quality of communication. The input parameters to video encoder are altered such that a
balance is maintained between video quality and continuity in communication. The input parameters to video encoderused for analysis are video
frame size, and frames per second and target encode bitrate used for encoding video frame. The input parameters for audio encoder used for
analysis are sampling frequency, bits per sample and no of audio channels used for recording sound. The input parameters to video encoderare
changed frequently depending upon various factors such as bandwidth variations, and encodetime required on hardware used. In extreme low
bandwidth situation the video is stopped. The communication should always keep alive throughout the session by keeping audio session
connected always, so that users should not feel disconnected. The other important factors required for real time video communication to work
smoothly are transport protocols used to carry media data and control data across peers. The protocols discussed in this paper are Real Time
Protocol (RTP) and Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP). The media data generated at peers is transported using RTP and the control data
describing the media data is transported using RTCP.
Keywords—Real Time Video, Audio, RTP, RTCP, Bandwidth Adaptation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A Real Time Video Communication system mainly deals
with sending and receiving audio and video in real time. The
Real Time Video Communication Systems has to do many
tasks in parallel to achieve a feel of liveliness. The tasks a Real
Time Video Communication System has to doin parallel are
capturing audio and video frames, encoding those frames,
sending this encoded data to other peer, receiving encoded
media data from other peer and decode it, and all these tasks
are to be done in parallel. To achieve the feel of liveliness the
system has to capture at least ‗n‘ number of video frames,
encode these frames and send them across the network and that
too in restricted time frame. Also the system has to receive
media encoded data sent from Remotepeer, decode this
encoded data and display it at local peer. Simultaneously a
system has to do the same process with audio. The similar
process is followed at Remotepeer. All these Real Time
activities are measured in specific time frame particularly a
time frame of 1 second is used. For Real Time Video a
measurement is done for number of image frames captured per
second and for audio the number of audio frames captured per
second. The other attributes associated with captured video
frames is the parameters used to encode the frames so that the
generated data is of lesser volume and can be transported over a
restricted network bandwidth. The video parameters used for
encoding are video frame resolution (size of each video image),
the number of video frames the system has supposed to capture
per second (frame rate) and a cumulative estimate of number of
bytes to be transported per second after encoding captured
frames (bit rate) (this is the input to video encoder so that it can
use that much compression over the frames to achieve target
bandwidth available for transportation) [3] [13].

Many Video Communication systems does not maintain
balance in using video encoding parameters, hence they fail to
provide uniform quality video over entire session. The
excessive use of higher video resolution to provide good
quality video does not sustain connectivity all the time in
fluctuating network bandwidth conditions. The drawback of
using higher resolutions all the time is that it will generate
larger volume data and also wastes CPU and Hardware
resources time for encoding bigger input data due to the bigger
frame size. Using video frame rate more than 15 frames per
second is not required for a face to face session. Using frame
rate of 30 frames per second will unnecessarily waste CPU and
Hardware resources in encoding extra 15 frames and also
contribute to extra data bytes for transportation. Using higher
bit rate for encoding a frame will expose more details of each
frame but will generate equivalent amount of larger volume
data for transportation. Usually in face to face session image
details up to certain amount is only necessary.
In the proposed system a balance in video encoding
parameters is maintained all the time. VP8 Video codec is used
for video encoding and decoding. VP8 is an open source video
codec comparatively equivalent to H.264 video codec [6] [9].
The video resolution is altered in frequent time gaps depending
upon the availability of bandwidth for last time gap and also the
cumulative encoding time required for per second. Generally a
constant frame rate of 15 frames per second is used to reduce
volume of data generated for transportation and also to reduce
encoding time required [8]. The bitrate is also periodically
altered depending upon data loss in transportation calculated
for previous time gap. The parameters are altered frequently to
maintain connectivity. A compromise is made in quality
whenever network bandwidth drops. Quality will regain when
bandwidth catches up.
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The audio parameters used in encoding sound are sampling
frequency, bit depth per sample and number of audio channels
used for recording sound. For end to end communication
systems sampling frequency of 8000 samples per second is
sufficient to generate good quality mono sound. Bit depth of 16
bits per sample is sufficient to describe reasonable up downs in
sound wave. Single audio channel is sufficient for recording
verbal communication. Also a good audio codec like iLBC
(Internet Low Bitrate Codec) will cut down the generated audio
for transportation up to 15.2 kilobits per second. So using iLBC
and minimum audio encoding parameter combination will
provide good quality audio with saving in target bitrate for
transportation [1].
II.

ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS

For Real Time Video Communication to happen smoothly a
Transport Protocol is required which can efficiently and
speedily transport large amount of media data between end
users. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) cannot be used for
Real Time Communication, because it is connection oriented
and involve acknowledgement which consumes lot of time.
The only benefit of TCP is guaranteed delivery of frame data
which is not a requirement of Real Time Communication
Systems as missing of certain amount of frame data is tolerable.
Hence UDP is used in the system discussed in this paper [4].
UDP is connectionless hence the frame data can be sent
across peers irrespective of knowing about its arrival at
opposite peers. This benefit in speeding up the process of
transportation of large amount of frame data especially
generated from Video. But doing so is useless in fluctuating
network bandwidth condition. Adequate control is needed over
sending and receiving of data. Hence some type of reliability is
needed in support of connectionless ness of UDP. Hence UDP
alone is not sufficient in achieving reasonable quality of Audio
and Video communication.
Hence RTP is used to format the data in fixed size packets
to be transported over UDP. By using fixed size packets data
can be efficiently distributed and also can be uniquely
identified by giving it a unique Time Stamp. This way an order
is maintained in sending and receiving of frame data. The
generated raw data for each video frame is huge due to storing
colour information for each pixel of image. Even after using
Encoder for compressing a video frame a sufficiently large
amount of data is generated for transportation. There is a limit
of packet size sent for a single packet called Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU). Large size packets occupy a slow
link for more time than a smaller packet, causing greater delays
to subsequent packets, and increasing lag and latency.
Generally size of 1500 bytes is used for every packet. The
frames having size greater than MTU is fragmented in packets
of MTU size minus fixed packet header size. The fragmented
packets are given sequence number to keep the order of
delivery. All the packets of same frame excluding last packet
has set the marker bit to 0 while the last packet is set with
marker bit of 1, so that at other end the packets can
reassembled to form a complete frame. This way a fixed shape
is given to data to be transported over UDP.
Still the connectionless ness of UDP is not fully utilized, the
functionality is lacking in knowing the status of data reaching
at opposite end, different parameters related to data delivered
and the User details of sender. Hence in addition to RTP
packets periodic packets are sent in schedule interval which is

calculated depending upon the bandwidth availability and
number of senders and receivers. Generally interval greater
than 2 second is used to send such control packets. These
packets follow specific protocol named RTCP. By using RTP
in combination with RTCP will make the UDP transmission
reliable [5] [7]. This way a speedy and reliable data
transmission is achieved through UDP.
III.

SYSTEM REVIEW

In this section the design of proposed system is elaborated.
Proposed system uses RTP with UDP for transportation of
Media data. The control data is sent using RTCP with UDP.
Packet size of 1400 bytes is used for each packet. RTCP
packets are sent at regular intervals of more than 2 seconds.
RTCP packet interval is calculated depending upon number of
senders and receivers.
The packet loss between two RTCP packets is calculated by
taking the difference between highest sequence numbers
arrived at peer and the base sequence number [2]. A threshold
of number of packets lost is considered for altering the video
encode parameters to minimize the packet lost for subsequent
RTCP intervals. A higher video frame resolution used at sender
will bring down the sending frame rate by more than 70%
which causes glitter in video at other end. A higher video
resolution single frame generally (1280x720) takes more time
by encoder to encode hence in restricted time period of 1
second only few frames are encoded. As the system works in
Real Time after generation of frame it is transported over
network, hence only 30–40% of target frame rate is achieved
which result in glitter at other end. Hence to avoid frame rate
loss a threshold is maintained for cumulative time required by
encoder to encode frames per second, and whenever the
encoding time exceeds threshold the capturing video resolution
is brings down. The CPU and the memory resources of
particular system decides the encoding time required, hence the
threshold figure assumed works for particular machine doesn‘t
work for the other. Hence a percentage of per second time is
taken as threshold which represents average CPU and memory
capacity.
In fluctuating network bandwidth conditions where a
bandwidth is shared between numbers of users, bandwidth
changes frequently as the users enter and leave the network.
The effect of frequent changes in bandwidth causes the system
to alter encoding parameters frequently which affects the video
quality. Hence the frequent alteration to video parameters is
also not desirable. To avoid frequent alteration to video
encoding parameters and also to sustain the system to lower
bandwidths a lower parameter combination is used which is
one step below the sustainable combination. The problem with
such alteration is that when bandwidth availability increases the
system does not step up and continue with giving low
performance. To avoid such condition after the system
stabilizes over some parameter combination, a fixed time
interval of x seconds is decided where after each interval the
system steps up and tested for its sustainability. If the system is
unable to sustain for this combination it steps down again. In
stable network bandwidth the system gives best performance,
while in changing network bandwidth conditions system gives
average performance in terms of quality. The benefit with this
approach is that connectivity is maintained all the time.
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IV.

BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

In this section bandwidth requirement analysis is done for
different video encoding parameters. The analysis is done for
four video resolutions 160x120, 320x240, 640x480, and
1280x720 [12]. Frame rates of 5, 15 and 30 frames per second
are considered for analysis.
Generally a resolution is needed to be encoded with its
desired bitrate and not smaller than that to get a minimum clear
visible image. The video target bitrate parameter of encoder
decides how much each frame should compress so that target
bitrate is achieved approximately. For example if video
resolution is 320x240, frame rate is 15 and bitrate is 128kb/s
then the encoder is bound to apply that much compression to
15 frames of 320x240 resolutions so that the total of encoded
data generated from these 15 frames should be approximately
128kilobits. Hence if a higher resolution frame is tried to apply
with lower target bitrate then the quality of video is very
unclear. Hence to get a good quality video for different video
frame resolutions it is necessary to use a specific minimum
target bitrate for encoding depending upon the target frame
rate. In other terms it can be said that to produce a reasonably
good video for a particular video frame resolution and target
frame rate combination a required minimum network
bandwidth is needed. Hence the target bitrate for encoder
should not be less than the minimum required to produce
reasonably good video. The estimation of minimum required
bandwidth needed to show a video with particular frame
resolution and frame rate combination is described in Table 1.
Minimum
Required
Bandwidth
kbps
128
384
512
768
1000
2000
3000
> 4000

Resolution

Frame rate

wxh
320x240
320x240
640x480
640x480
1280x720
1280x720
1280x720
1920x1080

fps
15
30
15
30
15
30
60
30

Table 1. Minimum Bandwidth Requirements for Different
Resolution and Frame Rate Combination
01:ProcedureStepDownEncode
02:
If packetslost >packetslostthresholdThen
03:
bitrate ←stepdown(bitrate)
04:
If bitrate <bitratelowerthresholdThen
05:
frameresolution←stepdown(frameresolution)
06:
End If
07:
End If
08:
Ifencodetime>encodetimethresholdThen
09:
frameresolution←stepdown(frameresolution)
10:
End If
11: End Procedure
Algorithm 1

01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:

ProcedureStepUpEncode
bitrate←stepup(bitrate)
If bitrate >bitrateupperthresholdThen
frameresolution←stepup(frameresolution)
End If
End Procedure
Algorithm 2

Even if a required minimum bitrate should be used for
encoding to get a reasonable quality video, it is not a
compulsion to do so. A lower bitrate can be used with higher
resolution to catch with the low bandwidth, at the cost of
reduced quality video. The system explained in this paper uses
this technique to sustain the connectivity in network bandwidth
fluctuations. Using lower bitrate for encoding higher resolution
image is inefficient and useless too. Hence to cope with lower
bandwidth both video frame resolution and target bitrate are
brought down to maintain relatively good quality for the
lowered resolution.
The algorithm for altering encode parameters for lowering
bitrate and resolution is explained in Algorithm 1 and algorithm
for stepping up bitrate and resolution periodically is explained
in Algorithm 2. Generally nowadays a bandwidth of at least
128 kb/s is available for everybody who is having network
connection, and a fixed bandwidth approximately up to
subscribe limit is available for personal users. The network
fluctuations are observed where a bandwidth is shared among
number of users. The proposed algorithm works for both
conditions, the difference is fixed bandwidth users experience
good quality all the time, while users with bandwidth up downs
observed minor quality differences whenever bandwidth
changes.
V.

RESULTS

The proposed system is tested on machines with different
processing capabilities and different bandwidth fixed and
wireless connections. The system is also tested in private
standalone as well shared bandwidth conditions. The different
processing capabilities include CPU capability and RAM
capability. The system is tested over Pentium 4 CPU with 1.5
GB RAM, Intel i5 machine with 6 GB RAM, Intel Dual Core
machine with 4 GB RAM and over Intel i7 machine with 8 GB
RAM.
Testing the system over low configuration machine
involved certain issues regarding encoding the video frames in
short period due to its limited capability to perform complex
operations involved in encoding process. For bigger resolutions
the encoding process takes higher time even on larger
capability machines. Hence for successful working of the
system over lower capability machines the resolution is usually
kept low all the time. In Real Time environment to get the feel
of continuity the frames need to be up to certain numbers and
that to with shorter gaps of nearly 70 ms. Lower capability
machines are not able to produce high resolution frames
encoded within shorter period.
On standalone systems bandwidth is not shared hence the
bandwidth fluctuations are low. If a standalone system is
having larger processing capability it is able to produce higher
resolution encoded frames at larger frame rate. Also due to
reasonably stable bandwidth they are also able to send those
frames over network. But if the machine at other end is having
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stable bandwidth but lower processing capability it is able to
receive those higher resolution encoded frames but is unable to
reproduce them by decoding them at higher speeds due to their
lower capability. This issue is to be handled at opposite end by
lowering resolution and frame rate at its end. The drawback of
such approach is average quality at both ends but connectivity
is maintained all the time without frequent break ups.
The drawback of altering encode parameters frequently is
that some amount of flicker is observed for some time
whenever a resolution is changed and the encoder is adjusting
itself with the new resolution. Hence the alteration is stopped
after the system confirms over some resolution, frame rate and
bitrate combination which is suitable for both ends processing
capabilities and bandwidth availability. Generally a video
communication system starts with lower resolutions and bitrate
and gradually steps up with higher resolutions and higher
bandwidth. The same policy is used in proposed system. The
results in different situations depending upon machine
capabilities and available bandwidth is described in tables. The
system gives comparatively low bitrate than other systems, but
the proposed system is not compared on bitrate, but a priority is
shown in maintaining connectivity of the system all the time.
The graph of various parameters altered periodically is shown
in Graph in Fig. 1.

lower capabilities such as Pentium 4 CPU and 1.5 GB RAM
.The encoding and decoding time required for 640x480
resolution on lower capability machine is 80% of total unit
time. Hence to cope up with the lower capability machine the
other machine has put constraint over sending resolution to
320x240. The resultant video quality is sufficiently good for
face to face discussion not requiring minute details to be
shared. The benefit with this approach is that the connectivity is
sustained for average bandwidth fluctuations. The system fails
only when bandwidth drops below 40 kb/s for a longer period
or network is disconnected.

Fig. 2. Encode Parameters with Bytes/Sec

Fig. 1. Encode Parameters Alteration
The Graph in Fig. 1 is plotted for width, height, frame rate
and bitrate altered periodically in seconds. The results are
plotted for system having capabilities of Intel i5 CPU and 6 GB
RAM and having total bandwidth of 256 kb/s shared with other
machine in communication. The system stabilizes on 320x240
frame resolution, bitrate of 64 kb/s and frame rate of 15 fps.
The system is having 128 kb/s upload as well 128 kb/s
download bandwidth. The bandwidth is also shared with other
machine in communication.The resolution is finalized on
320x240 because the other machine in communication having

The Graph in Fig. 2 is plotted for data bytes transported
per second, against width, height and bitrate used per second.
The machine capabilities used are same as for Graph in Fig. 1.
As per the graph a data transported per second is aligned with
the bitrate used per second. Hence the data generated per
second is directly proportional to the bitrate used for that slot.
Even though due to the varying bitrate used initially and at the
end when system stabilizes over 64 kb/s the data generated
over total length of communication remains low compared to
systems which concentrates over good quality video only.
Hence by using proposed approach a sufficiently good quality
is maintained with lower transportation cost.
The Graph in Fig. 3 is plotted for width, height, frame rate
and bitrate altered periodically in seconds. The results are
plotted for system having capabilities of Intel i5 CPU and 6 GB
RAM in communication with system capabilities of Intel i7
CPU and 8 GB RAM. The communication is sharing network
bandwidth of 1 mbps. The resolution of 1280x720 is adapted
for few seconds and system stabilizes over 640x480 resolutions
in the end.
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lower bitrate. The visual difference observed between
1280x720 and 640x480 resolutions is practically negligible. In
face to face discussion such compromise is very useful in terms
of saving in bandwidth cost at the same time with negligible
quality difference. The bitrate is also settled over 256 kbps
which is generally suitable to encode a higher resolution frame
of 640x480 dimensions as well 1280x720 dimension.
Unnecessary use of higher bitrate only increases the
transportation requirements.
The Graph in Fig. 4 is plotted for data bytes transported
per second, against width, height and bitrate used per second.
The machine capabilities used are same as for Graph in Fig. 3.
As per the graph a data transported per second is aligned with
the bitrate used per second.
Hence the data generated per second is directly
proportional to the bitrate used for that slot. Even though due to
the varying bitrate used initially and at the end when system
stabilizes over 256 kb/s the data generated over total length of
communication remains low compared to systems which uses
higher bitrates to get good quality. The quality difference is
negligible as discussed in Graph in Fig. 3, hence nearly a
similar quality is achieved and that to with low bitrate [11].
VI.

Fig. 3. Encode Parameters Mapping

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper a focus is maintained over how the video
encode parameters are intelligently altered such that a
discontinuity in communication is avoided as much as possible.
The second objective achieved through this approach is that a
lower bitrate is maintained for a sufficiently good video
quality. Hence a conclusion is drawn from the overall analysis
is that very rarely a high resolution and high bitrate is required
in Real Time Video communication, a certain amount of low
resolution and low bitrate is also sufficient to achieve a nearly
good quality video communication.
Currently the system is supported for video communication
over Desktop machines and Laptop machines. The system also
works within wire line as well wireless network environments.
Future enhancements to the system are to be planned so that the
system will support mobile devices too. Due to the restricted
environment and lower device capabilities associated with
mobile devices this type of approach is very much useful for
achieving a maintained video communication in mobile
devices.
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